Browsing books is a great way to get inspired, find images, and discover new designers. Be sure to browse our oversized and regular-sized stacks. Questions? Reach out to Shannon at smr87@drexel.edu.

N Visual Arts (general)

NA Architecture
  NA2695  Drawing + Design
  NA2835  Details + Decoration

NC Drawing, Design + Illustration
  NC845  Graphic Design
  NC950  Illustration
  NC997  Commercial Art + Advertising
  NC1300  Pictorial humor + Caricature
  NC1800  Posters
  NC1860  Greeting cards, book jackets

ND Painting
  ND1300  Portraits
  ND1340  Landscape
  ND1390  Still Life

NE Print Media
  NE1  Printmaking + Engraving
  NE1000  Wood engraving
  NE1310  Japanese prints
  NE2250  Lithography

NK Decorative Arts
  NK1160  Decoration + Ornament
  NK3376  Wallpaper
  NK8800  Textiles

P Linguistics
  P99  Signs + Symbols

PN Literature
  PN6700  Comics + Graphic Novels

TS Manufactures
  TS195  Packaging

Z Library Science
  Z116  Book design + Printing
  Z246  Typography